
 

 

 

 

Results of the HubIT responsible research and innovation 
impact assessment  

Read the full HubIT responsible research and innovation impact assessment report published in 

February 2021 here.  

 

The HubIT project (https://www.hubit-project.eu/), implemented from September 2017 to 

February 2021 and funded under the topic REV-INEQUAL-09-2017 was a part of the overall 

social sciences and humanities (SSH) and responsible research and innovation (RRI) integration 

effort in the ICT-related parts of H2020. The project was about bridging the ICT and social 

sciences and humanities community, by bringing together ICT and SSH experts and other 

stakeholders (e.g., NGOs, citizens, and users) across H2020 ICT-related projects and beyond. For 

that, the HubIT project developed a toolbox to implement RRI in ICT related research and 

innovation activities and organized community building and collaborative events across Europe.  

The HubIT events included four main groups: (1) Management events including the Expert Group 

workshop; (2) Community and knowledge events including:  National and International 

workshops, Policy workshops and Thematic and Networking workshops as well as Webinars and 

Speed dating sessions; (3) Practical and Experimental activities including:  Designathons, ICT 

Maker-Labs and Common Ground Camp.  

 

Below, there is a summary of the assessment of the thirty conducted HubIT events with about 

1700 participants of which about 490 responded to the various surveys, including the 

researchers who are mostly familiar (or working) with projects which involve RRI. The Social 

Impact Assessment (SIA) methodologies (Vanclay, 2015), was used to assess the RRI impact, 

aiming to identify future consequences of current actions that might affect individuals, 

organizations, and social macro-systems. The assessment focused on all six main RRI 

dimensions: Public engagement, Gender equality, Science education, Open access, Ethics, 

Governance. Furthermore, key indicators were identified to assess the project’s impacts on RRI.  

 

Regarding the quality of HubIT events, they were perceived by most of the participants as highly 

useful with the opportunity to learn new skills (especially through the practical and experimental 

activities (e.g the Designathons), meet experts from other fields, create mutual dialogue and in 

some cases to initiate future collaborations. For most of the events, the participants indicated  
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that all six dimensions of RRI were addressed at a relatively high to very high level. Ethics, 

Governance, Public Engagement, Open Access were perceived as very important dimensions of  

RRI to be implemented in the events, while Gender Equality and Science Education were viewed 

as less important.  

 

In terms of attitudes, there was general acknowledgement of the impact technologies have on 

society and that responsibility, specifically in ethics is needed in ICT R&I. It was observed that if 

RRI is presented without context, it is viewed negatively (not clear what benefit it brings, a 

“fuzzy” concept). The need to embed RRI into the organizational/project culture was 

emphasized. Regarding RRI policy, most of the participants perceived all policy issues as 

relatively important or very important. The most important is to have national / European level 

polices of RRI as well as the need to present research on-line openly and freely. Moreover, 

there is a need for educating both ICT and SSH experts before such collaboration becomes part 

of the culture, by creating better understanding and mutual terminology for constructive 

communication. 

 

Results of the survey among of researchers who are mostly familiar (or working) with Horizon 

2020 projects which involve RRI showed, rather unexpectedly, that while almost 60% of the 

respondents are moderately or very familiar with the concept of RRI, about 40% of them are not 

familiar enough and 9% - not at all. The level of cooperation between ICT and SSH researchers 

was found to be important. The experts indicated that the most important activities relating to 

RRI are sharing research findings, considering ethical issues, educating young people, engaging 

the public in research projects, and raising awareness to potential risks. Specifying social 

inclusion and gender equality as project goals were considered less important.  The most 

important barriers to implementing RRI in R&D projects were found to be lack of incentives to 

implement RRI; lack of awareness about RRI and organizational culture that does not foster 

RRI. In addition, participants indicated that the most important RRI regulations should be driven 

from the international bodies (such as the European Union), national bodies (such as 

Universities) and national authorities.    

 

Looking forward, the main outputs from the HubIT project demonstrate significant impact on 

implementing SSH R&I in ICT. This can be achieved by raising awareness towards RRI 

dimensions, specifically increasing public engagement, and creating RRI policy regulations as 

well as incentives for implementation. In addition, dedicated interdisciplinary education 

curricula which include both SSH & ICT aspects, as well as suitable skills to address future 

technological and social challenges along with assessment and foresight process.  


